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Abstract—Privacy, scalability, and reliability are significant
challenges in unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) networks as dis-
tributed systems, especially when employing machine learning
(ML) technologies with substantial data exchange. Recently,
the application of federated learning (FL) to UAV networks
has improved collaboration, privacy, resilience, and adaptability,
making it a promising framework for UAV applications. However,
implementing FL for UAV networks introduces drawbacks such
as communication overhead, synchronization issues, scalability
limitations, and resource constraints. To address these chal-
lenges, this paper presents the Blockchain-enabled Clustered
and Scalable Federated Learning (BCS-FL) framework for
UAV networks. This improves the decentralization, coordination,
scalability, and efficiency of FL in large-scale UAV networks.
The framework partitions UAV networks into separate clusters,
coordinated by cluster head UAVs (CHs), to establish a connected
graph. Clustering enables efficient coordination of updates to the
ML model. Additionally, hybrid inter-cluster and intra-cluster
model aggregation schemes generate the global model after each
training round, improving collaboration and knowledge sharing
among clusters. The numerical findings illustrate the achievement
of convergence while also emphasizing the trade-offs between the
effectiveness of training and communication efficiency.

Index Terms—Unmanned aerial vehicles, blockchain, scalable
federated learning, clustering, data privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Federated learning (FL) has emerged as a privacy-preserving
approach for collaborative machine learning (ML) without
direct data sharing [1]. In FL, models are locally trained on
individual devices using their respective data, with only model
updates aggregated to enhance a shared global model. This
enables collaborative learning while safeguarding data privacy
[2].

Coordinating a large, decentralized network of heteroge-
neous unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) for FL poses a key
challenge. Existing approaches often rely on a centralized
server to orchestrate participant roles, aggregate model up-
dates, and allocate rewards. However, this introduces vulner-
abilities, trust issues, and inaccuracies in reward allocation.
Recent studies have explored decentralized clustering schemes
to group UAVs and rotate cluster heads (CH) to reduce
communication costs [3]. Nonetheless, these methods still
depend on centralized components for scheduling and global
model aggregation.

Addressing this limitation, Al et al. introduce a decentral-
ized FL framework that uses merged UAV clusters to improve
energy efficiency [4]. However, their framework retains the
need for centralized scheduling in model aggregation. Al-
ternatively, in [5], the authors formulate the efficient edge
intelligence clustering problem for UAV swarms (e-EIC) and
propose an iterative algorithm employing optimal policy and
local search techniques.

To improve energy efficiency, Qu et al. [6] propose a clus-
tering scheme for UAVs in FL. Unfortunately, this approach
relies on a leading UAV for coordination, creating a single
point of failure (SPoF) vulnerability. Recent advancements in
blockchain technology offer promise in mitigating these chal-
lenges [7]. Using blockchain, decentralized incentive mecha-
nisms through smart contracts can motivate UAVs to contribute
resources for FL, thereby enhancing security, transparency,
and credibility. Exploring the scalability of FL to large UAV
swarms, Hou et al. [8] examine the challenges posed by central
server reliance for model aggregation, especially for massive
remote UAV networks with limited resources.

Bridging the introductory motivation and our technical
framework, we first summarize the key components of our
proposed model. The UAV network is organized into clusters
based on proximity. Each cluster has a head UAV to facilitate
aggregation and coordination. The CH forms an interconnected
network to enable model updates between clusters. Smart
contracts handle registration, cluster formation, and decentral-
ized aggregation. The core ideas involve UAV clustering, CH
hierarchy, inter-cluster relationships, blockchain integration,
and FL workflow. With this high-level prelude, we now present
the specifics of our model tailored for the FL UAV swarm.

In light of identified limitations in current FL implementa-
tions, we introduce a comprehensive hybrid clustering method
for diverse UAV swarm topologies, even accommodating
UAVs positioned beyond the communication range. In this
method, CH UAVs establish a connected graph, ensuring
interconnectivity among clusters. We present two model aggre-
gation schemes within a clustered network. Fully Centralised
Aggregation (FCA) and k-hop Aggregation (kHA). Numerical
evaluations demonstrate the convergence achieved and the
reduction in communication overhead across the network. The
remaining parts are organized as follows: Section II describes
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our system model for UAV networks. Section III outlines the
blockchain-enabled FL framework, which includes dual model
aggregation approaches. In Section IV, we present the results
of our numerical simulations and provide a detailed discussion.
Finally, we conclude the paper in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL FOR UAV NETWORKS

In this section, we begin by introducing the UAV network
topology mode and providing a comprehensive overview of the
framework’s key components. Subsequently, we delve into the
details of our proposed clustering scheme, specifically tailored
for UAV swarm networks.

A. UAV Network Topology Model

In our study, we focus on a UAV swarm comprising U UAVs
deployed within a designated geographic region. This swarm
collectively engages in ML model training using FL tech-
niques. Individual UAVs are denoted by the set U = 1, . . . , U .
Each UAV u maintains a constant altitude and is characterized
by coordinate in a two-dimensional space. The position of the
UAV u is represented as pu = (iu, ju), where pu signifies the
position of the UAV u. Throughout the FL process, the UAVs
strive to remain within the locations defined by pu.

However, certain unforeseen circumstances, such as adverse
weather conditions, can lead to a UAV deviating from its
intended location pd

u during the d-th training round. This
deviation is measured as δ = |pd+1

u −pud|, where δ represents
the assumed distance measured at round d using the Euclidean
norm || · ||. To ensure collision avoidance and maintain a
smooth flight trajectory, we introduce a maximum allowable
distance denoted as δmax. This limit restricts the extent to
which UAV u can diverge from its initial position p0

u. In
addition, we make an assumption regarding the communica-
tion capabilities of each UAV within the swarm. Specifically,
we assume that every UAV is equipped with a maximum
communication range denoted as Rcom

max. This communication
bandwidth allows UAVs to exchange data with nearby coun-
terparts, facilitating regional model updates during FL. We
make a further assumption that the UAVs within the swarm
are sufficiently dense, ensuring comprehensive coverage of the
sensing area and interconnectivity between the UAVs while
adhering to the constraints defined by Rcom

max and δmax. This
notion enables each UAV in the network to potentially estab-
lish communication links with any other UAV, utilizing either
direct connections or multiple intermediate connections. To
streamline the clustering process, UAVs utilize beacon frames
to discover and identify other UAVs in close proximity, thus
forming distinct clusters [9]. The aggregation of these clusters
is denoted as the set Q = 1, . . . , q, . . . , Q. In our subsequent
discussions, we denote a UAV node by uq if it pertains to a
node within cluster q ∈ Q. Furthermore, we define the set
of UAVs within cluster q as Uq . Moreover, we assume that
each cluster q includes a designated CH UAV, identified as
uCH
q , entrusted with coordination of communication between

clusters.

In real-world UAV deployments, it’s essential to acknowl-
edge that direct communication links might not be established
between all UAVs. This scenario could arise due to factors
such as limited communication range, physical obstructions,
or the decentralized nature of the UAV network. Consequently,
complete collaboration across all UAVs might only be viable
within each connected subgraph of the network. In our study,
we focus on scenarios where the blockchain-enabled clustered
and scalable federated learning framework (BCS-FL) can
be easily applied to each connected subgraph, omitting the
complexities associated with unlinked UAVs.

Our objective is to explore the potential of our framework
and evaluate its effectiveness in facilitating seamless commu-
nication and collaboration among UAVs operating within these
interconnected subgraphs.

B. Clustering Architecture for UAV Networks

To facilitate efficient communication in FL across extensive
UAV networks, our focus is on optimizing the aggregation of
local model updates. Specifically, we introduce a hierarchical
clustering strategy aimed at managing communication over-
head during model aggregation within each training round.

Our primary objective is to determine the optimal number
of UAV clusters, denoted as Q. This optimal value Q serves
the dual purpose of minimizing inter-cluster communication
overhead while upholding connectivity between CHs. Our
approach employs an iterative clustering algorithm that pro-
gressively increases Q through the utilization of k-means
clustering, with an initial value Q as the starting point.

The algorithm ends when CH connectivity is achieved
with the minimum value Q. To account for potential UAV
movements during training and ensure the connectivity of CH
UAVs, we incorporate the distance parameter σ = Rcom

max −
2δmax. By hierarchically clustering the extensive UAV network
and optimizing the number of interconnected CH UAVs, our
proposed approach significantly enhances the communication
efficiency of model aggregation within FL.

III. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED FEDERATED LEARNING

BCS-FL, is a novel framework that offers advantages for
UAV networks, primarily preserving data privacy while en-
abling collaboration, This is accomplished through secure
data storage and communication protocols, ensuring sensitive
information remains protected during FL. In the following, we
outline the key components and mechanisms, including two
model aggregation strategies FCA and kHA.

A. BCS-FL Overview

Our proposed framework, depicted in Fig. 1, introduces
BCS-FL in UAV networks. The BCS-FL framework utilizes
smart contracts as automated modules on blockchain. These
contracts play a vital role in cluster formation, UAV reg-
istration, and model aggregation. The utilization of smart
contracts enables UAV registration and cluster creation based
on proximity. Authorized users, such as UAVs for registration
and training, manage these processes.
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Fig. 1. The BCS-FL Framework.

During the model aggregation phase, smart contracts com-
pute weighted averages of local model updates submitted by
training UAVs. This aggregation results in the creation of an
aggregated global model, which is subsequently distributed
to the participating training UAVs. The framework involves
three distinct groups of UAVs: blockchain-assisted UAVs,
registration UAVs, and CH UAVs. Each group has a critical
role in the collaborative training process. CH UAVs engage
in intercluster communication to obtain a global model by
exchanging their locally aggregated models. At the start of
each training iteration, the global model is transmitted to the
training UAVs, ensuring continuous refinement of the model
throughout the process.

The significance of registration UAVs becomes evident in
their role of orchestrating cluster formation across the network
landscape. These UAVs utilize beacon frames to identify and
discover neighboring UAVs, ultimately facilitating the cre-
ation of distinct clusters. Through this clustering mechanism,
registration UAVs contribute to the efficient organization and
communication within the framework. The terms discussed in
the provided text relate to a contextual framework that involves
a blockchain-focused architecture designed for the execution
of FL in collaboration with UAVs. Here, we provide an in-
depth explanation of these terms:

1) Blockchain Registered UAVs: In the smart contract in
Algo. 1, defines a UAVNode struct to represent par-
ticipating UAV nodes and their attributes. The contract
stores UAV nodes in a mapping, retrievable by ID. The
joinBCSFL function allows authorized users to register
new UAV nodes on the blockchain network. The contract
uses a mapping to store and retrieve UAV nodes based on
their ID. The join BCS-FL function allows an authorized
user to register a new UAV node in the BCS-FL network,
and the getNodeById function enables retrieving node

information by its ID.

Algorithm 1 BCSFLContract
1: struct UAVNode:
2: address owner
3: string nodeId
4: mapping (uint256 → UAVNode) uavNodes
5: uint256 totalNodes
6: event NodeJoined:
7: uint256 id
8: address owner
9: string nodeId

10: function joinBCSFL(string nodeId):
11: uint256 newNodeId ← totalNodes
12: UAVNode newNode ← uavNodes[newNodeId]
13: newNode.owner ← msg.sender
14: newNode.nodeId ← nodeId
15: totalNodes++
16: emit NodeJoined(newNodeId, msg.sender, nodeId)
17: function getNodeById(uint256 id):
18: UAVNode node ← uavNodes[id]
19: return node.owner, node.nodeId

2) Configuration of UAV: We emphasize the typical FL task
of using numerous drones for training, denoted by U .
Local datasets Ru consisting of |Ru| data samples are
accessible to each training UAV u. For a given model
parameter vector fl, the loss is quantified by the function
l and a loss sample ζ has its local objective function
Ou(l) for training UAV u is defined as

Ou(l) =
1

|Ru|
∑
ζ∈Rl

O(l, ζ). (1)

The global objective function O(l) with respect to U . The



formal statement of the training clients can be expressed
as follows

Ol =

U∑
u=1

χuOul, (2)

In a training round d, a UAV u belonging to cluster q
conducts stochastic gradient descent (SGD) updates on its
dataset Ru, resulting in an updated weight vector ltu,c. In
the following sections, we will look into the importance
of CH UAVs in aggregating local model updates and
elucidate the mechanism through which they contribute
to the ultimate global model. The weight χu corresponds
to the training UAV u.

3) Cluster-head UAV Swarms: CH UAVs have distinct roles
within each cluster, differing from the training UAVs.
They do not participate in local model training but are
responsible for the following tasks:
• Receiving local model updates: The CH UAV receives

updates of local models from the training UAVs within
its cluster. Moreover, at the onset of each training
round, it takes the responsibility of distributing the
newly aggregated global model to all the participating
training UAVs.

• Enabling intercluster model aggregation: The CH UAV
facilitates the aggregation of models between clusters
by interacting with CH UAVs from other clusters.
UAVs establish a network where each CH UAV is
linked to another, ensuring seamless communication
and coordination among them.

Ensuring effective communication demands high node
centrality for the CH UAVs within their respective clus-
ters. Placing them in proximity to the cluster center
is crucial to maximize their impact. In the context of
distributed ML, the relationships between node centrality,
communication efficiency, and the federated averaging
(FedAvg) aggregation algorithm [13] are interconnected.
CH UAVs exhibit higher centrality, which in turn bol-
sters communication effectiveness. FedAvg capitalizes on
this hierarchy by prioritizing influential nodes during
aggregation, thereby fostering efficient collaboration and
convergence toward the final model.
The synergy among node centrality, effective commu-
nication, and the FedAvg aggregation algorithm lies in
their collective contributions to enhancing the efficiency
of collaborative training within UAV networks.
Here, ldq represents an aggregated model of cluster q.

ldq =
∑

u∈Uq,u ̸=uCH
q

χul
d
u, q, (3)

where χu= |Ru|
|Rq| is the ratio between the data samples on

UAV u and the data samples of the entire cluster q, adhering
to the FedAvg.

B. Strategies for Intercluster Aggregation

During ML model training, effective utilization of avail-
able data is crucial. In our decentralized FL framework, we

enable the global model to efficiently incorporate learning
from local models across various clusters. This fosters rapid
convergence and improved training performance. Nevertheless,
this approach might lead to a notable increase in message
exchanges among CH UAVs, resulting in substantial commu-
nication overhead. To address this challenge, we introduce
two aggregation strategies, each offering distinct trade-offs
between training performance and overhead. These strategies
are known as FCA and kHA.

• Fully Centralized Aggregation (FCA): This strategy
forms its basis on incorporating model updates from every
CH UAV during each training round. Formally, the global
model representing the entire network is defined as

ľd =
1

Q

∑
q∈Q

ldq . (4)

In practice, in each training round, one CH UAV is
randomly selected to receive model updates from all other
CH UAVs. This selected CH UAV then calculates the
aggregated global model as described in Equ. 4.

• k-Hop Aggregation (kHA): To address the issue of com-
munication overhead caused by the widespread distri-
bution of UAVs over a vast geographical area during
model aggregation, we propose the kHA strategy. This
approach permits each CH UAV to share its locally
aggregated model with neighboring CH UAVs located
within a maximum distance of k hops. Refer to Fig.
2 for illustration, where each hop is represented by k.
For example, when k is set to 2, the source CH UAV
in red transmits its locally aggregated model to seven
neighboring CH UAVs within a maximum of two hops
(depicted by the purple, orange, and green CH UAVs in
Fig. 2).

1) The Initial setup: Training UAVs retrieve the globally
aggregated model from the previous round. At the start
of each training iteration, participating UAVs receive
the initial dataset from their respective CH UAVs,
forming the basis for the training process.

2) Formation: Instruction UAVs independently update
their local models using the SGD method and their
own local datasets.

3) Intracluster Aggregation: Training UAVs within each
cluster communicate their relevant CH UAV to their
respective local model vectors. CH UAVs then use
local model aggregation to derive an aggregated model
representation for the cluster.

4) Intercluster Aggregation: CH UAVs exchange models
among themselves, sharing locally aggregated models
based on the selected strategy (FCA or kHA). This
enables the computation of the globally aggregated
model by integrating models across different clusters,
preparing all UAVs for the next training phase.

5) Repeat: The process of local model training on each
UAV, followed by aggregated global model updates, is
iterated until the training convergence criteria are met



or the maximum predefined number of global rounds
is reached.
By employing this workflow, our FL framework pro-
motes effective collaboration and iterative model re-
finement among UAVs, ultimately driving the learning
algorithm toward convergence or the completion of the
maximum number of training rounds.

Fig. 2. A Demonstration of the kHA Scheme.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Settings

We deploy UAVs at random locations within a 1000 m ×
1000 m area, ensuring they form a connected graph based
on predefined Rcom

max and δmax values. We set Rcom
max to 150 m

and δmax = 5m in our simulations. All training UAVs are
actively involved in each global round. We evaluate using two
commonly benchmark datasets, namely MNIST and CIFAR-
10 [10], to assess the effectiveness of our proposed schemes.
Using two dataset partitioning strategies, independent and
identically distributed (IID) and non-independent and non-
identically distributed (non-IID), We examine how data vari-
ations affect model performance. Both dataset partitioning
methods follow the guidelines established in [11]. We utilize

Fig. 3. Performance of (a) accuracy and (b) loss CIFAR-10 dataset.

a straightforward convolutional neural network (CNN) model
for image classification on the MNIST dataset. The model
commences with a convolutional layer comprising 10 filters of
size 5×5, adhering to a ReLU activation function, and 2×2 max

pooling. Subsequently, the second layer of convergence incor-
porates 20 filters of size 5×5, along with a ReLU activation
function and 2×2 max pooling. The model is further comprised
of two fully connected layers with ReLU activations, resulting
in ten output features. A similar model architecture was also
developed for the CIFAR-10 dataset.

B. Model Efficiency

We employ a total of 200 UAVs, where each training UAV
runs mini-batch SGD once per training round. The learning
rates for the MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets are 0.035 and
0.01, respectively, while the batch size is 10. We monitor the
training process until convergence, then report the results.

Fig. 3 shows the performance results for CIFAR-10. Train-
ing in CIFAR-10 poses greater challenges than MNIST, which
better highlights differences between schemes. The findings
show conventional FL approaches like scalable FL perform
best when data is IID. However, with non-IID data and FCA,
the accuracy decreases slightly. Notably, the k-hop scheme
sees considerably slower convergence with non-IID data. This
behavior can be attributed to the disparate distribution of
data instances across the UAV network. This impedes the
diffusion of model updates between UAVs that have distinct
local datasets.

We simulate scenarios comparing suggested aggregation
schemes, specifically setting k = 1 for the k-hop. Figs. 4-5
show model performance metrics for MNIST using FCA and
1HA. FCA demonstrates superior performance in both IID and
non-IID settings, as all UAVs participate in each global round
for both schemes. However, 1HA requires approximately 50
additional rounds to match FCA’s accuracy, especially for non-
IID data, since FCA interconnects all UAV swarms.

Fig. 6 reveals that selecting k=1 results in the slowest
convergence as the training information diffuses gradually.
With k=3, performance becomes comparable to FCA. How-
ever, larger k values can impose excessive communication
overhead. We recommend empirically determining k based
on the network architecture and desired convergence/overhead
trade-off.

Fig. 4. The BCS-FL Performance of accuracy.

C. Communication Overhead

We conducted simulations to evaluate the communication
overhead of different aggregation schemes by varying the
number of UAVs (U ). The overhead was measured by counting
model update exchanges within and between clusters per



Fig. 5. Performance on BCS-FL (a) accuracy and (b) loss MNIST dataset.

Fig. 6. Influence of k on BCS-FL (a) accuracy and (b) loss.

training round across 20 random network layouts. For con-
ventional FL, the aggregation UAVs were randomly chosen.
Shortest-path routing was used where possible. The results
in Fig. 7 show that 1HA is emerging as the most com-
munication efficient among techniques. Despite comparable
model performance to conventional FL, FCA had higher
overhead. With 400 UAVs, conventional FL needed over 3,500
message exchanges, versus only 35% for FCA. In summary,
simulations demonstrate 1HA’s advantage in low overhead,
offering efficient decentralized learning for UAV networks
with limited resources. This provides guidance on optimizing
communication efficiency versus learning performance when
designing aggregation protocols.

Fig. 7. Impact of Inter-Cluster Aggregation Scheme on Communication
Overhead.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this study, we present a novel approach tailored to
UAV swarms, integrating an iterative clustering algorithm

to enable effective local model aggregation and robust con-
nectivity among CH UAVs. The hybrid iterative clustering
approach groups UAVs to reduce communication overhead
for model aggregation. The inter-cluster aggregation schemes
of FCA and k-hop further minimize overhead compared to
conventional FL. Simulations demonstrate BCS-FL’s efficacy
in learning performance, with FCA attaining accuracy compa-
rable to centralized methods. The study provides guidance on
optimizing the tradeoff between convergence and efficiency by
selecting appropriate aggregation protocols. Overall, BCS-FL
shows promise for collaborative learning in UAV swarms.

However, real-world deployment poses challenges, includ-
ing limited onboard computing, unreliable connections be-
tween mobile UAVs, precise dynamic clustering, and coordi-
nation overhead. While discussing these limitations provides a
useful perspective, our results emphasize BCS-FL innovations
in scalable, decentralized FL for UAV networks. Ongoing
research aims to advance BCS-FL’s incentives, security, op-
timization, adaptability, and applicability.
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